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Questionnaire on the quality of life of the left-behind older adults in rural China 
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Address： 

province（municipality）                        city\district\county                      

town                        village committee/community                            

Access object number (four figures)______________Interviewer signature                  

                                                                                 

﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡【Preface】﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡﹡ 

Dear grandpa/grandma: 

I am an interviewer from Wuhan University of Science and Technology. We are conducting a 

survey on the quality of life of rural left-behind older adults. The purpose of this survey is to know 

the living conditions and the needs of rural left-behind older adults, as well as to provide a 

scientific basis for the government to make policy. 

There is no right or wrong answer to the question in the questionnaire. You only need to 

answer it according to the actual situation. For your answer, we will strictly keep confidential 

according to the provisions of the Statistical Law, and only for statistical analysis, please do not 

have any concerns. We hope you can help us complete this survey. Thanks for your cooperation. 

Research Group of Rural left-behind elderly life quality 

Wuhan University of Science and Technology 

 

Note: All the scores in this questionnaire are subject to the following satisfaction scale. Using the 

1-10 point, indicate your agreement with each item. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Extremely 

dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Slightly 

dissatisfied 

Neutral  Slightly 

satisfied 

  Satisfied Extremely 

satisfied 

A. Basic situations 

A1. Sex 

1. Male    2.Female 

A2. How old are you? ______ 

A3. Which of the following is your current marital status? (If he or she chooses 3, skip F1-1) 

1. Married  2. Divorced  3. Widowed  4. Unmarried  5. Cohabitation  

A4.What is your education level? 

1. Illiteracy  2. Elementary school  3. Junior high school  4. Senior high school  

5. Professional high school / Technical school   6. College or university  

A5. Are you a religious believer? If so, please choose which religion you belong to. 

1. No religion.  2. Buddhist  3. Christian  4. Taoism  5. Islam  6. Others 

A6. What is your current living style? (If he or she does not choose 2, skip E3/E4) 

1. Living with spouse  2. Living with spouse and grandchildren  3. Separating with spouse 

4. Living alone  5. Living with relatives  6. Others 

A7.How many people are living in your family？       how many people are under 15 years 

old (including 15 years old)？         

B Life needs and satisfaction 
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B1 Please judge the importance of the following options to your life (a larger number means a 

stronger need). 

Life needs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1.Income            

2.Money for food            

3.Medical money            

4.House            

5.Living facility            

6.Physical health            

7.Mental health            

8.Conjugal relations            

9.Filial piety            

10.Family harmony            

11.Interpersonal 

relationship 

           

12.Social support            

13.Productive labor            

14.Leisure life            

15.Participate in social 

activities 

           

16.Community leisure 

places and facilities 

           

17.Leisure activities 

organized by the 

community 

           

18.Community air quality            

19. Community water 

quality 

           

20.Community security 

situation 

           

21.Community public 

transportation 

           

22.Living environment            

23.New rural social  

pension insurance policy 

           

24.New rural cooperative 

medical policy 

           

25.Public pension service            

26.Public medical service            

27.Respected in society            

28.Be cared in society            

29.Self- fulfillment            
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B2 Do you agree the following statements? 

 Life satisfaction index agree disagree depends 

1 
As I grow older, things seem to be better than I 

thought they would be. 
   

2 This is the dreariest time of my life.    

3 This is the dreariest time of my life.    

4 I am just as happy as when I was younger.    

5 These are the best years of my life.    

6 Most things I am doing are boring or monotonous.    

7 
I expect some interesting and pleasant things to 

happen to me in the future. 
   

8 
The things I do are as interesting to me as they ever 

were. 
   

9 I feel old and somewhat tired.    

10 As I look back on my life I am fairly well satisfied.    

11 I would not change my past life even if I could.    

12 
Compared to other people my age, I make a good 

appearance. 
   

13 
I have made plans for thing I’ll be doing a month or 
a year from now. 

   

14 
Compared to other people, I get down in the dumps 

too often. 
   

15 I’ve gotten pretty much what I expected out of life.    

B3 In general, how satisfied are you with your current life? 

Extremely dissatisfied                                   Extremely satisfied          

    0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10 

 

C Economic situation 

C1Did you have the following personal income last year? (if have, how much?) 

1. Subsistence allowance assistance（Including medical assistance） 1.Yes ________ Yuan 0.No 

2. Collective village assistance                         1. Yes ________ Yuan 0. No 

3.Social pension insurance                            1. Yes ________ Yuan 0. No        

4.Money given by children (including physical, purchased services and 1. Yes_______ Yuan 0. No 

5.Money given by grandchildren                        1. Yes _______Yuan   0. No 

6.Money given by relatives                            1. Yes ________Yuan   0. No 

7.Income from farming                               1. Yes ________Yuan   0. No 

8.Work income                                     1. Yes ________Yuan   0. No 

9.Others                                           1. Yes ________Yuan   0. No 

C2 How much did your family earn last year? How much was left after the cost of living? 

C3 How much is your family’s monthly living expenses? How much does it cost to eat? 

C4 How much money did you spend on medical treatment last year？             Yuan. 

C5 How many rooms does your house have? （Only living rooms and bedrooms are counted） 

C6 What is the square meter of your bedroom? 
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C7 Do you have an indoor bathroom? 

   1.Yes          2. No 

C8 Do you have the following living facilities? (multiple choices)    

1.TV  2. Refrigerator   3. Washing machine   4. Air conditioner   5. Gas stove 

6.Mobile phone 

C9 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction. 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Income            

2 Money for food            

3 Medical money            

4 House            

5 Living facility            

6 General economic 

situation 

           

 

D Health and function 

D1 Can you complete the following activities independently? 

 Yes  Partly dependent on others No 

1.Eating    

2.Walking    

3.Toilet    

4.Dressing    

5.Bath    

6.Cooking    

7.Shopping    

8.Cleaning    

9.Taking a bus    

 

D2 Please judge the following statements based on the past week. 

item yes no 

1. Are you satisfied with your life?   

2. Do you continue to pursue hobbies?   

3. Do you have a sense of life enrichment?   

4. Do you feel upset?   

5. Do you feel good in spirits?   

6. Do you have a sense of insecurity?   

7. Do you feel happy most of the time?   

8. Do you have a sense of loneliness?   

9. Do you prefer to stay at home rather than go out and try 

new things? 

  

10. Do you feel you have more problems with your memory 

than most? 
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11. Do you feel good to be alive?   

12. Do you have a sense of unworthiness?   

13. Do you feel energetic?   

14. Do you feel hopeless?   

15. Do you think most people are richer than you?   

D3 Do you suffer from any of the following diseases? (multiple choices) 

1. Respiratory system diseases (chronic bronchitis, pulmonary tuberculosis, etc.)    

2. Digestive system Diseases (chronic gastritis, etc.) 

3. Circulatory system disease (heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke, etc.) 

4. Endocrine and metabolic diseases (diabetes) 

5. Diseases of genitourinary system (chronic nephritis, etc.)         

6. Malignant tumor 

7. Nothing 

D4 Have the above diseases affected your life greatly? （If last question selected seven ,skip this 

question） 

1.Great effect    2. Some effect     3. Neutral     4. A little effect   5. No effect 

D5 In the past year, did you delay treatment for two weeks? （If he chooses 2, skip the next 

problem） 

1.Yes       2. No 

D6 Why you delay treatment for two weeks? （Multiple selection） 

1.Economic difficulties   2. Feel not serious   3. No time   4. Inconvenient transportation  

5. No effective measures   6. Others 

D7 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction.  

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1.Physical health            

2.Mental  health             

E Productive labor and leisure life 

E1 How many hours do you work per week during busy seasons?  How many hours do you work 

odd jobs during slack seasons? 

E2 Do you think the burden of production labor is heavy? 

1. No   2. A little   3. Neutral   4. Heavier    5. Quite 

E3 How many hours do you take care of your grandchildren every week? (If A6 selects options 

other than 2, then E3/E4 is skipped) 

E4 Do you think that the burden of caring for grandchildren is heavy? 

1. No  2.A little   3.Neutral  4、Heavier    5、Quite 

E5 Which of the following activities have you participated in during the past month? (Multiple 

choices) 

1. Chess and mahjong   2. Physical fitness activities (square dance, etc.)  

3. Gathering/chatting    4. Social organization activities  5. Travel  

6. Watch TV/listen to radio  7.Reading books\newspapers   8. Others            

9. None of the above 

E6 Which of the following activities or facilities in the community? (Multiple choices) 

1. Old-age activity room   2. Sports grounds and physical exercise facilities  

3. Library room   4. Chess room   5. Cable TV/broadcast station  
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6.Others                                              7. None of the above 

E7 In the past year, did the community (village committee) organize the following activities? 

(Multiple choice) 

1.Physical fitness activities (square dancing, etc.)  2. Chess and mahjong activities   

3. Interest group (drama, calligraphy and painting)   4. Watching movies and plays 

5. Visiting activities    6.Others                  7. None of the above 

E8 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction.  

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Productive labor            

2 Community leisure places 

and facilities 

           

3 Leisure activities organized 

by the community 

           

4 Participate in social activities            

5 General leisure life            

F Family and social support 

F1 In the past year, when you were in trouble, whether the people around you could offer the 

following help? (Note: Older people with multiple sons/daughters，Which son /daughter helped 

you most and how was the help? 】 

 

 

 

supporter 

A 

Financial 

support 

①Yes 

②No 

B Daily care 

①Never； 

②Several times a 

year; 

③At least once a 

month 

④At least once a 

week； 

⑤Almost every 

day 

C Feeling comfort 

①Never； 

②Several times a 

year; 

③At least once a 

month 

④At least once a 

week； 

⑤Almost every 

day 

Rank 

1.Spouse     

2.Son     

3.Daughter     

4.Neighbour     

5.Friend     

6.Relative     

7.Village committee staff     

8.Volunteer/non-profit 

organization 

    

9.Social worker     

F2 How many sons and daughters do you have? _____ 

F3 In the past year, how many times did you meet with your child each month? _____ How many 

times do you contact them by phone? _____ 

F4 How many important friends do you have? _____ 

F5 In the past year, how many times do you see your friends every week? _____ How many times 
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do you contact them by phone? _____ 

F6 Have you suffered the following abuses in the past year? (Multiple choices)_____ 

1. Economic abuse  2. Mental abuse  3. Physical abuse  4. Negligence in care 

5. None of the above 

F7 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction.  

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Marriage 

relationship 

           

2 Child 

relationship 

           

3 Family 

harmony 

           

4 Interpersonal 

relation 

           

5 Social support            

 

G Surroundings 

G1 If you could live where you want, which one would you prefer? 

1. Large cities   2. Medium-sized cities   3. Small cities   4. Towns or villages   

5. Remote rural areas 

G2 Are you afraid of being attacked when you walk alone in your neighborhood at night?   

    1.Yes   2. No 

G3 How many crimes and disputes have occurred in your village in the past year? 

G4 Where does the water you drink every day come from? 

1. Well water 2. Tap water 3. River, lake, stream, spring water   4. Pond water    

5. Pit water       6. Others                              

G5 Is there any public transportation in your village? 

1. Yes       2. No 

G6 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction.  

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Air quality            

2 Water quality            

3 Community security            

4 Community public 

transportation 

           

5 Total living environment            

H Public policy and pension services 

H1 Have you joined the new rural social pension insurance?  

1. No      2. Yes. How much do you pay each year?      Yuan. How much do you get 

each month?      Yuan. 

H2 Have you participated in the new rural cooperative medical treatment? 

1. No  2.Yes，What is the reimbursement rate?  

H3 Does your village (town) have the following medical institutions? (Multiple choices) 

H4 How far is the clinic (or hospital) from your home? How many meters? 
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H5 How far is the nearest nursing home/ aged home from your home? How many meters? 

H6 Let me ask you some questions about the elderly services and institutions in your community 

(village). 

Community service/organization A Do you need B Do you have C Will you pay for 

the service? 

1.Health lectures and consultation Yes No Yes No Yes No 

2.Periodic physical examination        

3. Rehabilitation training       

4. Psychological counseling       

5. Family doctor       

6. Meals-on-wheels        

7. shower\haircut help       

8. cleaning help       

9. First aid       

10. walking help       

11.Home appliance repair       

12.Chatting       

13. Family relationship mediation       

14.Day care center       

15.Nursing home       

 

H7 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction. 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 The new rural insurance 

policy 

           

2 The new rural cooperative 

medical policy 

           

3 Public pension service            

4 Public health services            

I Solutions  

When you meet troubles or setbacks, how do you deal with them? Please answer them 

according to the option. 

 Never Occasionally Sometimes Often 

1.Freed from work study or some other activities     

2.Change your mind and rediscover what is important 

in life 

    

3.Try to see the good sides of things     

4.Talk to people and share your worries     

5.Don't take the problem too seriously     

6.Stick to your own position and fight for what you 

want 

    

7.Find out several different ways to solve problems     
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8.Seek advice from relatives or friends     

9.Change the original practices or problems     

10.Learning from others to deal with similar difficult 

situations 

    

11.Looking for a hobby, and actively participate in 

recreational sports activities 

    

12.Try to restrain disappointment, remorse, sadness, 

and anger 

    

13.Try to take a break and temporarily leave the 

problem  

    

14.Dispel troubles by smoking, drinking, taking 

medicine or eating 

    

15. Time will change the situation, and the only thing 

to do is to wait 

    

16.Try to forget the whole thing     

17.Rely on others to solve problems     

18. Accept it because there is no other choice     

19.It might happen some miracle to change the 

current situation 

    

20.Comfort yourself     

 

J Value 

J1 What do you think of your life compared with the old people around you? 

1.Worse        2. The same          3. Better 

J2 What do you think of your life compared with the elderly in the city? 

1.Worse        2. The same           3. Better 

J3 How do you think your life has changed compared with the past? 

1.Worse        2. The same           3. Better 

J4 What do you think will change in your life in the future? 

1.Worse        2. The same         3. Better 

J5 What is the difference between your actual life and your life goals? 

1.Great difference      2. A little difference        3. No difference 

J6 Which class do you think you belong to? 

1. The upper class 2. The upper middle class 3. The middle class 4. The middle and lower class 

5. The lower class 

J7 Who do you think should be responsible for the care of elderly with children? 

1. The government is responsible   2. The children are responsible   3. The elderly are 

responsible for themselves   4. The government/children/old people should share the 

responsibility 

J8 What kind of pension model do you want? 

1. Home care   2. Institutional care   3. Community care   4. Others                   
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J9 Are you willing to accept the following things? 

 Yes No 

1.Become a volunteer to take care of other old man   

2.Accept to be taken care of by volunteers   

3.Engaged in paid work to take care of the other old man   

J10 Please rate the following options according to your satisfaction. 

In social 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1.Be respected            

2.Be loved            

3.Achieve personal values            

J11 How much trust do you have in the following groups? 

 Totally More Less Not at all 

1.Your family     

2.Your neighbors     

3.Your friends     

4.Someone you meet for 

the first time 

    

K Life satisfaction and happiness (According to the score of K1/K2 and the willingness of the 

elderly to identify in-depth interviewees.) 

K In general, how satisfied are you with your current life?  

Extremely dissatisfied                                      Extremely satisfied 

0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10 

K2 In general, do you feel happy? (Interviewer prompts respondents to answer it according to the 

satisfaction with life scale) 

Very unhappy                                                         Very happy 

0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10 

K3 What is the most dissatisfied thing in your current life? 【Read the question but not to read the 

option. Circle the options according to the respondent's answers. If the respondent is not clear, you 

can read the option prompt to answer】（Multiple choices） 

1. Insufficient money for food  2. Insufficient money for medical treatment   3. Unhealthy 

body   4. Bad relationship with spouse   5. Children are not filial   6. Children live far 

away   7. Bad relationship with neighbors / friends   8. Housing conditions are too poor   9. 

living with no care 10. lonely life   11. Overburden with taking care of grandchildren  12. 

Overburden with caring for sick family members  13. Subsidizing children (grandchildren) too 

much  14.Others                                              
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